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Overview

• Researchers have used many approaches to study economic mobility:
o Intergenerational relative mobility

• income elasticity
• rank-based measures: 

o Intergenerational absolute mobility
o Intra-generational mobility

• I’ll walk through these different measures and discuss estimates for 
the US and what they tell us about income mobility
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Intergenerational Relative Mobility
• Intergenerational Elasticity (IGE)
o Measures association between child and parent “lifetime” income
o IGE captures persistence inclusive of inequality, 1-IGE measures 

mobility
o Using data with very long time averages, I have found the IGE in 

the US to be about 0.6 and that it has risen since 1980
o This implies that it takes many generations on average, for those 

living in poverty to get to the mean level of income 
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From Davis and Mazumder (2020)

Earlier Cohorts: 0.2

Later Cohorts: 0.5

Relative Mobility has Declined Over Time
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Intergenerational Relative Mobility
• Rank-rank plots
o Association between Child Income Rank and Parent Income Rank
o Captures positional persistence, exclusive of inequality
o Also look at specific points, like parents at 25th percentile
o Can use it to look at population subgroups (race or region)
o Can use shorter panels and don’t need as large an age range
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From Davis and Mazumder (2018)

White
Hispanic

Black
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Intergenerational Absolute Mobility
• Probability that Child Income Exceeds Parent Income
o Might be most understandable by the general public
o In era of stable inequality this really just reflects economic growth
o First examined by Isaacs, Sawhill and Haskins (Pew Report, 2008)
o Chetty et al (2017): show a major cross-cohort decline
o Davis and Mazumder (2020): smaller decline using intergenerational data  
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From Davis and Mazumder (2020)

Absolute Mobility has Declined Over Time
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Intra-generational Mobility
• How does one’s income grow over the lifecycle
o Ability to move upward within your own lifetime
o Much more to do with current economic conditions, e.g. labor markets than 

childhood “opportunity”  
o Can look at wage growth from your 30s to your 40s
o Analyzed differences across states
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See: https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/data-visualizations/2012/economic-mobility-of-the-states
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Concluding Comments
• Many different measures can be used to assess mobility
• The appropriate measure depends on the question of 

interest
o Key Findings
o Relative Mobility low in US
o Stark racial gaps in mobility in the US
o Absolute and relative mobility has declined in US
o Differences across states in absolute mobility 
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